1. Can I use the “FIATP” designation as an Associate Fellow?
   • The FIATP designation is for Fellows only.

2. Is there automatic succession from Associate Fellow to Fellow?
   • There is no automatic succession from Associate Fellow to Fellow. Associate Fellows may reapply to become a Fellow when they meet the necessary criteria.

3. Do Associate Fellows have voting rights?
   • Associate Fellows do not hold voting rights

4. Can Associate Fellows serve as elected officers?
   • Associate Fellows cannot hold elected office.

5. Can Associate Fellows participate on Committees?
   • Associate Fellows are welcome and encouraged to participate on committees.

6. Can Associate Fellows participate in IATP sponsored educational events?
   • Associate Fellows may participate in all educational events and have access to all online educational materials.

7. Can Associate Fellows attend IATP Business Meetings?
   • Associate Fellows may attend the annual business meeting but would not be eligible to attend any closed sessions designated for Fellows only.

8. Are Associate Fellows required to pay annual dues?
   • Associate Fellows are required to pay annual dues. Dues must be paid by March 31st of each year. The annual dues renewal rate is $140.00 US.

9. What is the mentorship program?
   • Associate Fellows are encouraged to participate in the mentorship program where they will be paired with a Fellow who will provide support and guidance in career and professional development.
   • Once your application is approved, a member of the Mentorship Committee will contact you regarding the next steps.